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this toolkit is a dynamic link library (dll) of functions that allow developers to customize epanet to
their own needs. the functions can be incorporated into 32-bit windows applications written in

c/c++, visual basic, or any other language that can call functions within a windows dll. there are
over 50 functions that can be used to open a network description file, read and modify various
network design and operating parameters, run multiple extended-period simulations accessing

results as they are generated or saving them to file, and write selected results to a file in a user-
specified format. the toolkit is useful for developing specialized applications, such as optimization

or automated calibration models that require running many network analyses. it can simplify
adding analysis capabilities to integrated network-modeling environments based on computer-

aided design (cad), geographical information system (gis), and database packages. a windows help
file is available to explain how to use the various toolkit functions. this article will teach you how to

create a windows store app using c# and visual studio 2013, and how to use the new arcgis
runtime for.net. this post will walk you through the steps of creating an.net app that uses the arcgis

runtime, an overview of the arcgis runtime, and details on the specifics of this example. i like the
arcgis viewer for server (based on arcview 3.x) and arcgis desktop too. i often use the arcgis viewer
for server for a quick geospatial exploratory, a quick map rendering and it is generally helpful when

i am starting up something new. i have used both arcgis viewer for server and arcgis desktop to
view arcgis file geodatabases and shapefiles. to be honest i haven’t used arcgis server explorer in a
long time. with the many changes in arcgis server explorer with arcgis 10.2.2 (aka 10.3) it seems to
be less useful than it used to be. when you are working in arcgis server, the arcgis desktop client is
mostly used for viewing and editing files. i think that arcgis server explorer should be abandoned.
there is no need for it in an arcgis server environment. i am sure that it was a useful product for
when arcgis desktop was first released and they were focusing on desktop arcgis users, but now

that arcgis server is the focus of the company, the arcgis desktop client is actually used in a server
environment far more often than it was in the beginning.
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